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Abstract—Applications in intelligent environments are
context-aware and context-altering in order to support users
in their everyday tasks. In multi-user environments with
shared context, interferences are likely to occur. An inter-
ference is an application-induced context that forces other
applications to react. In our COMITY project, we developed
interference detection and resolution algorithms. However,
especially the constraint satisfaction-based resolution algo-
rithm is computationally expensive. It requires a full-fledged
machine in order to achieve runtimes suitable for interactive
systems. In spontaneously formed smart peer groups, such
infrastructure is not given.

In this paper, we present an approach for detecting and
resolving interferences in smart peer groups. The approach
is inspired by two coordination mechanisms from nature. We
map the problems of interference detection and resolution to
the rules of the flocking mechanism, show how to implement
a flocking-based interference management, and present a
local inhibition-based leader election for smart peer groups
in order to elect the coordinating entity. Finally, we show
the feasibility of our approach by evaluating our prototype.

Keywords-Pervasive Computing; Interference Manage-
ment; Nature-Inspired; Flocking; Local Inhibition

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous or pervasive computing scenarios make use

of a rapid development of mobile devices by integrating

a multitude of computing devices into our everyday en-

vironments. These devices are connected and cooperate

with each other in order to execute applications. Moreover,

these applications depend on their context and are even

able to change their context. However, when applications

that share their context have contradicting goals, problems

may arise. As an example, application A is a phone

application that requires a silent environment. Application

B is a music application and hence turns on the music.

Consequently, application A cannot be executed anymore.

This problem is called an interference [1] or sometimes

also conflict [2]. In our COMITY project ([3], [1], [4]),

we developed a framework for interference management

in multi-platform pervasive systems. Contracts specify an

application’s interaction with its context. The framework

automatically detects interferences based on contracts and

subsequently computes resolution plans via constraint sat-

isfaction. Accordingly, the resolution algorithm’s runtime

is highly complex and, hence, the approach is not suitable

for environments without a computing infrastructure, i.e.,

spontaneously formed smart peer groups.

This paper presents a nature-inspired interference man-

agement approach for such smart peer groups. The ap-

proach consists of three parts: interference detection,

interference resolution, and, if necessary, a coordinator
election. Our approach is inspired by the natural mecha-

nisms of flocking and local inhibition, where the detection

and resolution algorithms follow the rules of flocking.

The election of the coordinating entity is based on local

inhibition when needed. We describe a mapping of the

detection and resolution problems to the flocking rules,

and present our resulting interference management model.

Furthermore, we implement a prototype system, evaluate

it and discuss its suitability.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

In the next section, we will discuss related work. Then,

Section III presents the system model. Based on the system

model, we derive requirements for interference manage-

ment in smart peer groups in Section IV. Afterwards in

Section V, we give a quick background on the flocking and

local inhibition mechanisms from nature. Subsequently,

we introduce our interference management model in Sec-

tion VI. In Section VII, we describe implementation details

and evaluate our approach. We close with a conclusion and

an outlook in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Several research projects focus on interference man-

agement, e.g., [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]. In our

COMITY project, we use a central coordinator to resolve

interferences in pervasive environments. Applications pro-

vide context configurations to the coordinator. A context

configuration includes the interaction of the application

with the shared environment and configurations feasible

for the application. The coordinator then tries to find

a configuration which is feasible for every application

in the shared environment ([1], [4]). Lee et al. reply

to interferences in smart environments with a central

entity, called Conflict Control Manager, which consists of

a lock-based conflict detection module and a dynamic-

priority-based conflict resolution [5]. Shin and Woo use

an ontology model to detect interferences in smart home

environments. An interference is detected if several ap-

plications share resources, properties, or conditions. The

interference management approach frequently checks in

the ontology if interferences are occurring at runtime [6].

More approaches for interference management in perva-

sive environments exist (e.g., [7], [8], and [9]). However,

all are designed for pervasive environments with compu-

tational infrastructure and are, therefore, not suitable for

smart peer groups.
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III. SYSTEM MODEL

Our solution for interference management targets sys-

tems in spontaneous pervasive environments, so called

smart peer groups, in which a multitude of pervasive

applications run in parallel. A smart peer group consists

of a set of devices, a set of users, and the physical envi-

ronment in which the devices and users are located. The

devices in the system are able to form ad-hoc networks

in order to communicate. Users in the system make use

of the functionality provided by the devices. Although the

devices can be stationary or mobile, as well as resource-

rich or resource-poor, we do not assume the presence of

a resource-rich device.

Interference management can address resource and en-

vironment variables [5]. Resource variables are physical

resources, e.g. a display. Environment variables can be

measured via sensors, e.g. temperature. So far, we focus

on environment variables. For further work we plan to

extend our approach by including resource variables as

well. Each application has requirements with respect to

its context. If the context requirements of an application

are not satisfied, it cannot run. A context requirement

represents an application’s requirement regarding a context

variable, e.g., temperature. Our system model describes

these requirements by numeric values, having a lower

and an upper bound, in which the application can work.

Moreover, applications can change their context. The ex-

istence of sensors and actuators in the environment allows

applications to sense and alter the context. Furthermore, a

user may execute several applications, but we assume that

each application is executed by a single user.

Finally, devices are equipped with suitable system soft-

ware in order to participate in the smart peer group and run

pervasive applications. The system software must provide

basic functionality such as device discovery, resource

managers, and communication services. In this paper, we

assume that all devices use the same system software.

IV. REQUIREMENTS

Based on the specified system model, we derive the

requirements for interference management next.

An application may join a system with specified context

requirements, may change its context requirements during

the execution, and eventually leave the system. An inter-

ference can only occur in two situations: when joining or

when changing context requirements. When an application

joins a system, the user expects it to function without

much delay. However, it may happen that an interference

has to be resolved before the application can be executed.

Therefore, an interference should be detected and resolved

fast. Ideally, the user does not even notice an occurring

interference.

Aside from that, there may be resource-poor devices that

have low computation speed and low memory available.

We assume that not every smart peer group contains

a resource-rich mobile device and, therefore, a device

that is responsible for interference management cannot be

determined.

Furthermore, a solution has to be computed for every

set of context requirements. Thus, if there is no obvious

solution, a configuration needs to be calculated that allows

at least some applications to work.

Depending on the scenario, a multitude of applications

may be in the same system. In order for the approach

to manage numerous applications, it should be scalable.

Additionally, a failing application should not cause the

system to break. If one or more applications fail, the

system should compensate and continue working. Thus,

the approach needs to be robust.

V. BACKGROUND: FLOCKING & LOCAL INHIBITION

Many researchers have adopted concepts from nature,

such as flocking, foraging, chemotaxis, or local inhibition,

in order to solve problems in computer science. As we use

flocking and local inhibition for our interference manage-

ment approach, this section introduces those concepts.

A. Flocking

The behavior of a group of birds in flight is called

flocking. Similar behavior can be found in schools of

fish, swarms of insects, and herds of land animals. There

are several benefits of flocking, such as protection from

predators, food search, and social advantages [10].

Swarm behavior in a flock occurs without a leader [11]

and allows any number of participants. Each bird only has

limited local information. Partridge assumes that each bird

is aware of itself, its nearest neighbors and the rest of the

flock [11]. Therefore, each bird only reacts to birds it can

see and that are in close proximity. Three simple rules

enables that a crowd of birds flies in a flock [12]:

• Separation: Avoid collisions with nearby birds.

• Alignment: Attempt to match velocity and direction

with nearby birds.

• Cohesion: Attempt to move towards the center of

nearby birds.

These three rules result in a stable flock where every

bird is between a minimum (separation) and a maximum

(cohesion) distance from its neighbors. Due to the align-

ment property, the flock stays stable despite a dynamic

environment [13]. Even if a bird is too far or too close, the

alignment property is applicable. Responses of a bird to

changes in the neighborhood are propagated to other birds

in the system, which therefore shows global coordination

[14]. Besides the functional principles, flocking behavior

shows scalable, adaptive, and robust characteristics as the

number of birds in a flock is not restricted, the flock adapts

to the environment, and to the joining or leaving of birds.

The concept of flocking is already being used in com-

puter science, e.g., for motion coordination of autonomous

agents (e.g., [15]) or robots (e.g. [16]), or for solving

optimization problems (e.g., [17]).

B. Local Inhibition

The process by which an embryo develops is called

embryogenesis. During embryogenesis, some cells within

a region may distinguish from other cells [18]. For ex-

ample, during the embryogenesis process of a fruit fly,
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hair follicles need to be produced [19]. At the end of

the process, hair follicles are precisely emerged at regular

intervals. Local inhibition is the process of choosing which

cells will differentiate and which will not.

Local inhibition is a self-organizing process and hap-

pens without a leader or any global knowledge but by

interactions of cells with their neighborhood [20]. Through

some random process, a cell tries to distinguish from other

cells, e.g., into a hair follicle. At the same time, this cell

sends out an inhibitory signal to its neighbors, so that they

will not do the same.

Local inhibition is scalable, adaptive, and robust, as the

number of cells is not restricted and it can cope with cell

death. Nagpal proposes that local inhibition may be useful

for leader election [18]. Local inhibition is, for instance,

used for a dynamic assignment of cell phone channels

[21].

VI. NATURE-INSPIRED INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT

For the reactive approach of nature-inspired interference

management, the self-organizing concepts of flocking and

local inhibition are employed. The requirements of scala-

bility, adaptivity and robustness are satisfied in these self-

organizing mechanisms. Hence, it is reasonable to assume

that they also hold for this purpose.

In the following, we present our approach for interfer-

ence management in smart peer groups.

A. Interference Detection

The alignment rule in flocking yields that birds fly at the

same speed and in the same direction. This means birds

adapt to their neighborhood. Applications can try to adapt

to their neighborhood by sensing the context and checking

if they can also run in this configuration. Hence, for every

context requirement it has to be checked if the value of the

current context is between the lower and the upper bound.

If this is not the case, there is an interference. On the

other hand, if no interference is detected, the application

can run without altering the context, i.e., the application

has adapted to the current context. Thus, the alignment
rule is responsible for interference detection.

The corresponding function (detectInt(...)) is

shown in Algorithm 1. lB expresses the lower bound of a

context requirement, uB respectively the upper bound.Its

input parameters are two ContextList instances. The

first instance is the set of context requirements of an

application, the second instance is the current context in

the system. The current context consists of one value

for each context attribute whereas the set of context

requirements for the application consists of an interval

with lower and upper bound for each context attribute.

The method returns true if no interference is detected and

false else. It performs a check to test if the application’s

set of context requirements is a superset of the current

context. If so, no interference exists and the application

can be executed without altering the context. Otherwise,

an interference needs to be resolved.

Algorithm 1 Interference Detection Algorithm

1: procedure DETECTINT(ctxList, currentCtx)

2: for all ctx1 in ctxList do
3: ctx2← currentCtx.get(ctx1.attribute)

4: if ctx2 < ctx1.lB OR ctx2 > ctx1.uB then
5: return false

6: end if
7: end for
8: return true

9: end procedure

B. Interference Resolution

If an interference is detected, the separation rule can

be applied. In flocking the rule helps avoiding collisions.

As already an interference has occurred, it is attempted to

find a configuration that works for all applications. Thus,

for each environment variable is searched a subinterval

which is included in each application’s interval for the

same environment variable. Regarding one environment

variable, every application in the system can be executed

if the current value for the variable is in this subinterval. If

no such interval can be found for a variable, the cohesion
rule can be employed. This rule yields that birds stay close

to nearby birds. With respect to interference management,

we interpret this as the new context should be close to the

context requirements. Therefore, the average of the context

variable is applied. Hence, the separation and cohesion
rules are responsible for resolving an interference after it

has been detected.

The method to resolve an interference

(resolveInt(...)) is shown in Algorithm 2. It

has a ContextList and an array of ContextList
as parameters. The single instance is the set of context

requirements of the local application. The array includes

the set of context requirements for each remote

application. The method returns a configuration as

ContextList calculated based on the input. The

method searches an interval for each context attribute

that intersects with each set of context requirements. If a

set of context requirements does not include the context

attribute, it is not considered in the calculation since

it can be executed independently of the value of this

attribute.

Two nested loops are necessary to compute the intervals

- one passing through the context attributes and one

passing through each set of context requirements. Inside

the inner loop, the separate(...) method is called.

It has two Context instances as parameters and checks

if the bounds of those parameters intersect. It returns an

array of type double. This array then either includes the

lower and upper bound of the calculated interval or an

empty set. Starting with two context requirements and

successively testing the resulting interval with the next

context requirement, the interval may shrink over time

or get Ø. If it gets Ø, the cohere(...) method is

called. It calculates the average value of all passed sets
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of context requirements with the passed String attribute.

This is based on the cohesion rule according to which

birds move towards the center of nearby birds. Other

implementations of the cohere method are possible as

for instance the median or the least square method. After

passing through the cohere(...) method, the inner

loop can be exited since all context requirements with this

attribute have already been considered for the calculation.

If either all sets of context requirements are traversed

and an interval is found or the average is calculated, the

computed interval is added to the new configuration stored

as ContextList. Once all context attributes are passed

through, the calculated configuration is returned.

Algorithm 2 Interference Resolution Algorithm

1: procedure RESOLVEINT(ctxList, rctxListArray)

2: attributeList← ctxList.getAttributes()

3: config ← Ø

4: for all a in attributeList do
5: lB ← ctxList.get(a).lowerBound
6: uB ← ctxList.get(a).upperBound
7: for all rctxList in rctxListArray do
8: ctx← rctxList.get(a)
9: interval← separate((lB, uB), ctx)

10: if interval �= Ø then
11: set lB and uB to interval bounds

12: else
13: interval← cohere()

14: set lB and uB to interval bounds

15: break

16: end if
17: end for
18: val← mean of lB and uB
19: config ← config+newContext(a, val, val)
20: end for
21: return config
22: end procedure

However, it is easy to find a scenario in which ap-

plying these rules does not result in an interference-

free configuration. Moreover, in such a scenario it is

not possible to satisfy the set of context requirements

of every application. There is at least one environment

variable which is not included in the calculated subinterval

of the separation step. Hence, there is no solution for

which every application can be executed. By applying the

cohesion rule, at least a subset of the applications may be

executed.

C. Coordinator Election

An interference can occur in three situations:

• The group changes.

• The context changes.

• The context requirements of an application change.

Thus, in those situations it has to be checked for an

interference and, if necessary, the interference has to be

resolved.

However, in some occasions it is not clear which appli-

cation will perform the configuration. When an application

joins a system or changes its context requirements, the

application itself can configure the system. When an

application leaves it is not that easy. Here, we apply the

coordinator election. In case of an explicit leave, the leav-

ing application could notify remote applications. However,

if an application leaves implicitly, e.g. crashes, remote

applications are not notified. Thus, the first application

that notices the group change initiates the local inhibition.

Another case in which a reconfiguration makes sense is

when the context changes (e.g. light is switched off by a

person). Here, again the first application that notices the

context change should start the local inhibition to decide

on an application that performs the reconfiguration.

The concept of local inhibition for leader election can

be directly applied to interference management. Each ap-

plication waits a random time. If the time of an application

is up, it sends a message to remote applications to prevent

them from further competing. The application is then the

leader.

Before explaining the algorithm for local inhibition, a

problem that may occur in this regard is addressed. It

might be possible that the timer of two or even more

applications run out at the same moment (or almost the

same moment). Then, a naive approach by that applica-

tions inhibit others without waiting for a reply may lead

to multiple applications becoming a leader. We call this

problem the inhibition problem. Therefore, it may be help-

ful to introduce replies when inhibiting. The application

that inhibits, counts how many applications it has inhibited

(wins) and how many it has not inhibited (losses). If

an application gets inhibit requests by several application,

only the first one counts. An application then may start

the reconfiguration process if wins > losses. However,

it is not guaranteed that it functions with two or more

applications starting at the same time. Consequently, if

no application wins the inhibition, then no reconfiguration

takes place. As devices in the system might be resource-

poor and battery-powered, no reconfiguration is assumed

to be better than multiple resource wasting reconfigura-

tions. Thus, we implented the localInhibition()
which is shown in Algorithm 3 as follows.

The localInhibition() method initiates the local

inhibition procedure on each remote application. Hereby,

a random timer is started on every remote application.

The application on which the timer is the first to run

out, will try to inhibit other applications by calling the

inhibit() method in order to prevent them from initi-

ating the reconfiguration process. Each application holds

an inhibited variable that stores if the application is

inhibited or not. If the timer of an application runs out

whose inhibited attribute is true, it does not start to

inhibit remote applications. If an application that gets an

inhibit request is already inhibited, it returns false and

true else. The application that has started the inhibition

counts the wins and losses. The reason for that is the

inhibition problem that has been explained above. If,
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Algorithm 3 Local Inhibition Algorithm

1: procedure LOCALINHIBITION

2: waitRandomTime()

3: if inhibited = false then
4: inhibited← true

5: win, lose← 0

6: apps← getRemoteApplications()

7: for all a in apps do
8: result← a.inhibit()

9: if result = true then
10: win++
11: else
12: lose++
13: end if
14: end for
15: if win > lose then
16: winner ← true

17: end if
18: if winner = true then
19: resolveInt(...)

20: end if
21: end if
22: inhibited← false

23: end procedure

after every application has replied, wins > losses, the

application starts the reconfiguration process by executing

the resolveInt(...) method. If wins ≤ losses, the

reconfiguration is not started by the application. Finally,

the inhibited attribute is reset to false.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In the previous section, we have presented our approach

to nature-inspired conflict management. In this section, we

describe the implementation of our approach for pervasive

systems, evaluate our approach, and discuss its appropri-

ateness for interference management in pervasive systems.

A. Implementation

For showing the feasibility of our approach, we im-

plemented the algorithms presented in Section VI. The

implementation is built on our system software, the BASE

middleware [22]. The BASE middleware is designed for

the requirements in pervasive systems and implemented in

Java. It has a lightweight, but extensible core and enables

the communication in environments with heterogeneous

devices. BASE runs on resource-poor as well as full-

fledged devices. Functionality is encapsulated in services.

The BASE middleware offers the detection and use of

BASE services running on remote devices using RMI.

Furthermore, BASE is responsible for device detection,

group formation, and communication. Errors in the afore-

mentioned activities are handled on this layer. Therefore,

we assume that our solution for interference management

runs on top of such a layer.

The InterferenceManagement class provides the

methods senseContext() for getting the current con-

text as well as setContext(ContextList) for ad-

justing the current context. These tasks are actually

achieved with sensors and actuators. For the evaluation

of our approach, we simulated the surrounding context, as

well as context-interaction of the applications. Therefore,

the context distributor service simulates both sensors and

actuators in order to distribute and adjust the current

context. The context is set the first time when the first

application enters the system. As all applications need

to work with the same context, the context distributor is

unique in the simulation.

BASE offers abstraction from implementation of the

communication. Therefore, we implemented the algo-

rithms for nature-inspired interference management and

the context distributor as BASE services in Java. Next, we

present our evaluation setting as well as the performance

measurements. Afterwards, we analyze the evaluation re-

sults and discuss the appropriateness of our approach.

B. Setting

The simulation ran on a notebook with an Intel(R)

Core(TM) dual core 2.67 GHz processor and 8 GB

RAM operating Windows 7 Professional (64-bit) SP1. All

interference management instances - realized as BASE

services, each running in its own virtual machine - were

executed on this device. Therefore, communication is

only simulated. This eliminates biased results because of

communication delays. After starting the context distrib-

utor, sequentially one application after another starts and

joins the system. Depending on the test, an application

chooses between 1 to 4 context requirement attributes

and then calculates appropriate bounds. Table I illustrates

these attributes and distributions. We used temperature,

light, humidity, and noise as context attributes. The values

were distributed (N for normal distribution, Beta for

beta distribution) among specified intervals. As the beta

distribution returns values between 0 and 1, the values

need to be scaled in order to have realistic values.

Attribute Distribution Parameter Scaler Unit
Temperature N μ = 21.0,

σ = 3.0
1.0 ◦C

Light Level Beta α = 5.0,
β = 995.0

100000 lux

Humidity N μ = 45.0,
σ = 20.0

1.0 %

Volume Beta α = 3.0,
β = 7.0

130 phon

Table I: Context Requirements Overview

C. Memory Requirements and Overhead

In order to determine the overhead of our solution,

we measured the memory requirements (with Java Vi-

sualVM) and message overhead and compared it to

a normal BASE setup. According to [1], a minimal

BASE configuration requires around 290 kB. The ba-

sic memory requirement of the application is addi-

tional 173 Bytes. Furthermore, the context list needs 24
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Bytes as well as 120 Bytes for each context require-

ment, which leads to 173Bytes + Size(ContextList)
with Size(ContextList) = 24Bytes + 120Bytes ∗
#ContextRequirements for one application. When an

application joins a system, it may request the sets of con-

text requirements of remote applications for interference

resolution which increases the memory requirements by

#RemoteApplications ∗ Size(ContextList). Even in

environments with many applications, the memory usage

stays below 1 MB, which can be easily managed even by

resource-poor devices.

When an application enters the system, the inter-

ference management service exchanges uniquely 2 ∗
#RemoteApplications messages (for requesting re-

mote context requirements and the answers), with

#RemoteApplications = n − 1 and n the amount

of applications. The local inhibition leads to 2 ∗
#RemoteApplications, if one application wins and n∗2∗
#RemoteApplications in the worst case scenario, when

all applications have the same random waiting time. As

described above, the reconfiguration started by the winner

application adds 2∗#RemoteApplications messages. In

case an application leaves the system, it uniquely sends

#RemoteApplications messages for notifying all other

applications and starting the local inhibition. Compared to

the fact, that a BASE instance exchanges messages with

all other BASE instances every 100 milliseconds [1] for

management reasons, the introduced message overhead is

rather low.

D. Performance Metrics

Next, we evaluated the performance of our solution.

First, we analyzed the time for the different processes.

Second, we evaluated the utility of our solution for the

system. Last, we tested our solution in an office scenario.

1) Time: We performed 50 simulation runs with 90

applications with 1, 2, 3, 4, or a random number (between

1 and 4) of context requirements sequentially entering for

each measurement. To get rid of outliers, we excluded

the largest 10% and the smallest 10% of the measured

values and calculated the average of the remaining ones.

The time needed for communication between applications

is not measured in order to avoid fluctuations based on

communication. Several intervals were measured:

1) No interference: The measurement starts when the

current context has been retrieved and ends when

the detectInt(...) method finished without
detecting an interference.

2) Interference detection: The measurement starts

when the current context has been retrieved and ends

when the detectInt(...) method finished by
detecting an interference.

3) Interference resolution: The measurement starts

when the context requirements of remote appli-

cations have been retrieved and ends when the

resolveInt(...) method finished.

The first measurement (No interference) indicates times

between 0.67 and 0.86 milliseconds. For the second

measurement (Interference detection), we measured times

between 0.58 and 0.90 milliseconds. This means, that

the presence of an interference does not significantly

introduce an increase in time for interference detection.

Moreover, the smallest values and the average values are

less compared to the measurements in the interference-

free scenario. The reason might be that the method does

not necessarily pass through each context requirement

but terminates when an interference has been found. For

the interference resolution, all values are between 0.13

and 1.99 milliseconds. All times increase slightly with

an increase in the number of applications and context

requirements. To sum up, the process of joining needs

up to 3 milliseconds (in a setting of 90 applications and 4

context variables) neglecting the time for communication.
For the reconfiguration process (neglecting the time for

communication), the time is dependent on the inhibiting

process, retrieving context requirements, and the time for

reconfiguration. We expected the inhibition problem due

to similar waiting intervals. For evaluating the likeliness of

the problem, we evaluated solutions with random waiting

times up to 500, 1000, and 1500 milliseconds. We did

not observe the inhibition problem with the setting of 90

applications. Therefore, we recommend to use the 500

milliseconds waiting interval for the sake of time saving

in the reconfiguration process. The evaluation of shorter

intervals, as well as intervals depending on the number of

applications, are part of future work.
2) Utility: In the presence of contradicting context re-

quirements some applications cannot run. To observe how

many applications can actually work, a utility function is

introduced. The utility function for an application k is

defined as

u(k) =

{
1 if k can run,

0 if k cannot run.

After an application has joined the system the utility

for every application k is calculated. Finally, the results

for the set of applications K are aggregated to the overall

utility

U(K) =
∑

k∈K u(k).

Each measurement is performed with 1, 2, 3, 4, or a

random number (between 1 and 4) of context requirements

per application. For each variation, we executed 50 runs

with 100 applications. The average for each data point is

calculated.
For 1 context requirement (1 Ctx) approximately 50% of

the applications can run (e.g. for 20 / 60 / 100 applications

9.66 / 29.44 / 49.98 applications can run). This number

decreases for 2 context requirements (2 Ctx) to about 25%

(e.g. for 20 / 60 / 100 applications 5.26 / 14.64 / 24.7

applications can run), for 3 context requirements (3 Ctx)

to about 12.5% (e.g. for 20 / 60 / 100 applications 2.68

/ 7.02 / 12.32 applications can run) and for 4 context

requirements (4 Ctx) to approximately 6.75% (e.g. for

20 / 60 / 100 applications 1.38 / 3.96 / 6.74 applications

can run). With 4 context requirements the average number

of working applications is piecewise even below one
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application. For a random number of context requirements,

the proportion of working applications is approximately

25% (e.g. for 20 / 60 / 100 applications 4.7 / 14.42 / 24.44

applications can run). The results are illustrated in Figure

1. The x-axis represents the number of applications, the

y-axis the overall utility. Thus, the following effect can be

observed: The more context requirements the applications

in a system have, the fewer applications can run in total.
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Figure 1: Utility: Context Requirement Variations

With the presence of contradicting context require-

ments some applications cannot run. Thus, the number

of working applications should actually be compared to

the number of applications that could run with an optimal

resolution in the specific setting. However, the high degree

of randomization essentially complicates the calculation of

this value which therefore is omitted in this test. Further-

more, the randomness of context requirements might be

one reason for the low results. The distributions and their

parameters may be another explanation. Hence, we tested

the distributions as well as the parameters for influence

on the number of working applications. Nevertheless, the

tests showed that the overall utility is independent of the

value of the standard deviation for the normal distribution

and the parameter setting of the beta distribution.
3) Office Scenario: As the random distribution of val-

ues leads to non-optimal results, we simulated a more

realistic office scenario. In an office, there can be different

applications running simultaneously, e.g., people are work-

ing, reading, presenting, or phoning. These applications

have different predetermined context requirements. This

eliminates the randomness of the first test runs. Table II

subsumes the different parameters.
We performed 100 simulation runs with 20 applications.

The 4 application types were randomly distributed. In

average, 3.26 / 5.4 / 10.27 applications of 5 / 10 / 20

applications ran with a maximum of 19 of 20 applications

running simultaneously.
Furthermore, we decided to test another implementation

of the cohere() function. The original implementation

is in accordance with the cohesion rule of flocking. We

decided to calculate the median instead of the average

Application Attribute Values

Working Light Level [lux] 200 - 500
Volume [phon] 5 - 30

Reading/Writing Light Level [lux] 300 - 500
Volume [phon] 10 - 40

Presentation Light Level [lux] 150 - 350
Volume [phon] 30,0 - 50,0

Phoning Light Level [lux] −
Volume [phon] 5 - 20

Table II: Office Applications

for the intervals. For the simulation, we used the same

setting with 20 applications and 100 simulation runs. With

the new implementation of the cohere() function, in

average, 3.61 / 6.41 / 12.49 applications of 5 / 10 / 20

applications ran with a maximum of 19 of 20 applications

running simultaneously. When running 20 applications, we

achieved an improvement in the average values of 25 %.

The results are illustrated in Figure 2. Av. stands for

the original implementation of the cohere() function

(using average values), Med. stands for the improved im-

plementation (using median values). The x-axis represents

the number of applications, the y-axis the overall utility.
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Figure 2: Utility: Office Scenario

E. Discussion

We showed that our approach is suitable for interference

management. The interference detection algorithm needs

less than 1 millisecond for interference detection in a

smart peer group with up to 90 applications. Furthermore,

the resolution process is very fast, too. In the smart peer

group with 90 applications, the resolution needs less than

2 milliseconds.

Nevertheless, one has to mention that our solution for

interference resolution needs further adjustment. So far,

in the case of an interference, one application calculates

the medium value for all context attributes and sets the

context accordingly. Our evaluation showed, that this can

lead to problems. Especially if the context requirements

of the applications strongly differ, many context attributes

are involved, and many applications run simultaneously
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in the shared environment, some applications cannot run

after the adaptation. Using the median value showed

some improvements. Nevertheless, further solutions for

resolution should be tested. Due to the modular design

of the resolution procedures, developers only need to

change the implementation of the cohere() function. In

other works ([1], [4]), we have shown further approaches

for interference resolution, which offer better results in

terms of number of applications that can run after context

adaptation, but require more computation effort, more time

for calculation, and have more sophisticated requirements

of context handling by the applications. Nevertheless, we

achieved our objective to design and implement a very

fast and easy comprehensible solution based on the nature-

inspired mechanisms flocking and local inhibition.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we presented a nature-inspired approach

to interference management in smart peer groups. Based

on the mechanisms of flocking and local inhibition, we

designed algorithms for interference detection, interfer-

ence resolution, and leader election for reconfiguration.

This algorithms are integrated in a workflow, so that an

application starts interference management after joining
the system and self-optimization of the system is enabled

after a change in the set of applications (leave and

application crash) or the context. We implemented the

general designed algorithms in Java. The BASE middle-

ware enabled the finding and communicating between

the different applications. Our evaluation showed, that

the nature-inspired approach for interference management

offers a very fast and easy solution. Nevertheless, the

resolution process can be improved to ensure that a higher

amount of applications can run after context adaptation.

For future work, we plan to improve the cohere()
function of the resolution process for achieving a higher

amount of applications that can run after a context adapta-

tion. Besides implementing and evaluating additional res-

olution algorithms, another option could be to work with

preferences. This can be done either by offering users the

possibility to set application preferences or by developers.

Furthermore, the inclusion of resource variables improve

the set of adaptation possibilities.

Second, the inhibition phase may be improved by in-

troducing a fitness function. Each application calculates

its own maximum random waiting time before the com-

petition phase starts. A fitness function may include the

remaining energy and the computational power of a device

as well as the number of context requirements of the

application.

Third, as we tested our approach on a single computer

so far, we plan to test and evaluate the approach in a

distributed setting with several nodes.
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